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Methods and Materials 

 

Maltreatment Assessments 

For all maltreated participants, a 6-point rating for severity of overall abuse from birth to 

age 18 was assigned by reviewing scores from three separate study measures that assessed 

abusive experiences: the Conflict Tactics Scale-2nd version (CTS-2: S1), the Traumatic Stress 

Schedule (TSS: S2), and the Childhood Traumatic Experiences Scales-Revised (CTES-R: S3) 

coded from the Adult Attachment Interview (S4). State protective services involvement was also 

assessed from interviews, beginning in infancy for the longitudinal cohort, as was information on 

whether the participant had ever been placed in foster care between 0-18 years. Each individual’s 

overall severity of abuse was classified into one of 6 levels as follows: 1-no occurrence of 

violence; 2-harsh punishment only; 3-witnessed violence only; 4-emotional/verbal abuse only; 5-

physical abuse (using state guidelines for abuse), sexual abuse (using state guidelines for abuse), 

or protective services/foster care involvement; 6-two or more under level 5. Reliability of the 

overall severity of abuse scale was ICC = .99, with 37 participants from the larger longitudinal 

study coded for reliability. The final sample had scores of 4 (n = 1), 5 (n = 7), or 6 (n = 5), 

reflecting significant emotional, physical, and/or sexual maltreatment during childhood. The 

component measures contributing to the final rating are described below. 

Severity of Abusive Experiences: Conflict Tactics Scale (2nd version). The CTS-2 is a 

widely used 78-item measure of the type and frequency of strategies used to resolve conflict 

between family members. Each item rates on an 8-point scale the frequency with which a 
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particular conflict tactic occurred during the past year or during another rating period of interest. 

The rating period specified in the present study was “the year that things were worst between you 

and your parent.” Tactics include physically abusive behavior and emotionally abusive behavior, 

e.g., “My parent hit or kicked me; my parent insulted or swore at me.” The overall scale has a 

stable factor structure, moderate test-retest reliability, and demonstrated validity (S5). 

Severity of Abusive Experiences: Traumatic Stress Schedule-Short Version. The TSS is 

an eight-question survey about traumatic experiences, including exposure to hazards, natural 

disasters, accidents, and assaults. In assigning the rating for overall abuse, only the first three 

questions of the TSS were relevant because they focus on experiences of sexual or physical 

assault. In case of a positive answer to any of the items, participants were asked to indicate who 

the assailant was, provide a brief description of the event, and described why they (the 

participant) believed this had happened to them.   

Severity of Abusive Experiences: Childhood Traumatic Experiences Scales-Revised. The 

CTES-R rates the severity of abuse revealed during the AAI, which is a semi-structured, one 

hour interview that investigates attachment-related experiences with primary caretakers. For this 

study, additional questions probing sexual and physical abuse experiences were added to the 

standard AAI protocol in order to gain added information on traumatic childhood experiences. 

The AAI was administered to participants in young adulthood. Interviews were transcribed and 

coded for severity of physical abuse, sexual abuse, verbal abuse and witnessing interpersonal 

violence, on four 5-point scales. Inter-rater reliabilities ranged from ri = .89 (verbal abuse) to ri = 

.98 (sexual abuse). Convergent validity with other measures of childhood abuse has been 

demonstrated with the CTES-R (S4).  
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Exclusion Criteria for Maltreated Participants 

Exclusion criteria included: use of dopaminergic-acting drugs (including antipsychotics 

or stimulants) or substance abuse or dependence in the last six months; current use of 

medications affecting blood flow; electro-convulsive treatment in the last six months; current 

primary diagnosis of panic disorder, psychotic disorder, PTSD, or organic mental disorder; any 

head injury involving loss of consciousness for two minutes or longer. Note that one participant 

met criteria for current PTSD (Table 2), but this diagnosis was secondary to the primary 

diagnosis of MDD. 

 

MID Task: Additional Details 

Reward and loss trials were designed to be either “successful” or “unsuccessful”.  In the 

reward condition, successful trials were associated with monetary gains (range: $1.96 to $2.34; 

mean: $2.15) whereas unsuccessful trials led to no change. In the loss condition, successful trials 

were associated with no change whereas unsuccessful trials were associated with monetary 

penalties (range:-$1.81 to -$2.19; mean:-$2.00). Gains were slightly larger than penalties to 

compensate for the fact that individuals typically assign greater weight to a loss than a gain of 

equal magnitude (S6). No feedback about cumulative earnings was provided. 

The task featured five blocks of 24 trials (8 reward, 8 loss, 8 no-incentive). To permit a 

balanced design, delivery of gains and penalties was fixed: in each block, half of the reward and 

loss trials led to success or failure, respectively. However, participants were told that trial 

outcomes were influenced by their RT to the target, such that faster responding would improve 

the chances of receiving gains on reward trials and avoiding penalties on loss trials. To increase 

the believability of this instruction, target presentation duration was varied across successful and 
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unsuccessful trials. Participants completed a practice block of 40 trials immediately prior to 

scanning, and RTs collected during practice were used to titrate target duration during the 

experiment. Specifically, for successful and unsuccessful trials the target was presented for 

durations corresponding to the 85th and 15th percentiles, respectively, of the individual’s RT 

distribution during practice (i.e., long duration on successful trials, short duration on 

unsuccessful trials). This manipulation was used to make it plausible that participants had not 

responded quickly enough to the (short duration) target on unsuccessful trials, but had responded 

quickly enough to the (long duration) target on successful trials, thus legitimating the delivery of 

the outcomes. By titrating target durations based on each participant’s practice RTs, we aimed to 

equilibrate the task across participants. Nonetheless, between-groups t-tests were used to confirm 

that mean target durations did not differ between groups. The test for the short target duration 

was not significant, t(40) = -1.42, p = .16, as durations were similar for controls (270.82±27.52 

ms) and maltreated participants (287.69±49.52 ms). The test for long duration targets was also 

non-significant, t(40) = -1.15, p = .26, as durations were again similar for controls (383.83±86.35 

ms) and maltreated participants (416.92±86.64 ms). Thus, there was no difference in task 

difficulty across groups. 

A single pseudo-randomized stimulus presentation order was developed using optseq2 

(S7), a tool for maximizing the efficiency of event-related fMRI designs, and ISI/ITI durations 

were generated using a genetic algorithm that maximizes statistical orthogonality, which is 

critical for estimating hemodynamic responses to closely spaced stimuli (S8). To maximize task 

engagement, participants were further told that good performance would yield an opportunity to 

play a bonus block associated with larger gains ($3.63-$5.18) and few penalties. All participants 

“qualified” for the bonus block. Data from this block were collected using standard acquisition 
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parameters to permit confirmation of signal recovery in the other blocks and were not included in 

the analyses. Previous behavioral and fMRI findings in independent samples demonstrate that 

this combination of instructions and task parameters elicit motivated behavior and recruit 

reward-related brain activity (S9). 

 

FreeSurfer Segmentations: Quality Control and Correspondence with Manual Tracing 

The basal ganglia ROIs were defined using FreeSurfer’s subcortical segmentation 

procedure (S10), which was run along with the accompanying cortical parcellation algorithms 

(S11). The segmentation works by using information about the image intensity of different tissue 

classes and probabilistic information regarding the relative location of different brain regions to 

assign a neuroanatomical label to each voxel in a participant’s structural image (S10). The 

probabilistic information was generated from a training data set that was manually labeled using 

validated techniques developed by the Center for Morphometric Analysis at Massachusetts 

General Hospital (e.g., S12). FreeSurfer’s segmentation and cortical parcellation streams are 

designed to be run in fully automated mode and permit segmentation and parcellation of very 

large numbers of brains daily (S10). However, in the current study these procedures were run in 

stages and quality control was implemented at three separate points. 

The first quality control point involved confirming that: (a) each participant’s T1 image 

was correctly cross-registered to the MNI305 atlas in Talairach space; (b) a skull stripping 

procedure had correctly removed the skull and dura from each participant’s brain image; and (c) 

intensity normalization of the images was correct so that intensity-based segmentation steps 

would proceed accurately. Few problems were detected at any quality control points, but they 

were most frequent at this point and often consisted of an inaccurate cross-registration and/or 
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incomplete removal of dura or eyes from around the orbitofrontal cortex. These problems were 

manually corrected and the first stage was re-run and re-checked. The second quality control 

point involved confirming that: (a) outlines of the pial and white matter surfaces of the brain 

were correctly drawn; (b) white matter segmentation was accurate; and (c) the subcortical 

segmentation, including the segmentation of the four basal ganglia ROIs, was complete. 

Problems at this stage were usually minor, typically involving small errors in the pial and white 

matter surfaces (e.g., dura included in the pial surface, incomplete coverage of white matter in 

the superior temporal lobes). Any problems were manually corrected and the stage was re-run 

and re-checked. The final quality control point involved inspecting inflated cortical surfaces and 

accompanying cortical parcellations (S11). Errors were rarely detected at this stage, most likely 

due to the careful checks implemented at points one and two.  

Multiple studies indicate that FreeSurfer’s automated approach provides segmentation 

accuracy comparable to expert manual labeling (e.g., S10, S13). Of particular interest, 

researchers at the Center for Morphometrical Analysis recently compared the size of basal 

ganglia structures as determined via FreeSurfer versus their validated manual tracing methods for 

a sample of 20 adults. For the left putamen and left pallidus (the main regions of interest 

emerging from the current study), the correlation between these methods was 0.80 and 0.75, 

respectively (courtesy of Dr. Nikos Makris, Center for Morphometric Analysis, Massachusetts 

General Hospital, Boston, MA). 

 

Statistical Tests 

In light of the group differences in age and education, the possibility of analyzing the data 

using ANCOVAs with age and education as covariates was considered. However, there is a clear 
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consensus in the technical literature that using ANCOVA to attempt to control for group 

differences in this fashion is inappropriate (S14, S15). This literature indicates that when there 

are significant group differences on a covariate, the resulting ANCOVA will be mis-specified 

(S15). Conceptually, the difficulty stems from the potential removal of meaningful variance from 

the dependent variable. With respect to the present study, it seemed probable that educational 

attainment could be related to maltreatment, and both basal ganglia structure and function appear 

to decline with age (S16, S17). Thus, data were initially analyzed using ANOVAs so that 

unadjusted group differences could be inspected. Following identification of significant group 

differences, follow-up regressions tested whether effects of Group remained after removing 

variance associated with age and education. For the technical and conceptual reasons cited 

above, these regression analyses may be overly conservative; however, they seemed appropriate 

as follow-up analyses. An important goal for future work will be to address this issue directly by 

comparing maltreated individuals with a group of age and education-matched controls.  

 

Results 

Motion Parameters 

T-tests on six motion parameters (cumulative translation in the x, y, and z directions and 

cumulative pitch, roll, and yaw) were conducted to investigate the possibility of group 

differences. Descriptive statistics are listed in Table S1 and reveal that for each dimension, the 

mean cumulative movement was less than 1.5 mm or degrees. Accordingly, the t-tests were non-

significant for pitch, yaw, and translation in the x, y, and z directions (all t-values < 1, all p-

values > .32). The t-test for cumulative roll was significant, t(40) = 2.34, p < .03, reflecting 

greater average roll in the controls (.855±.85 mm) than in the maltreated participants (.286±.31 
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mm). Importantly, however, motion parameters were included in the GLM as nuisance 

regressors, thereby controlling for this small between-group difference. 

 

Affective Ratings 

Cues. An ANOVA on arousal ratings revealed an effect of Cue, F(2,76) = 4.41, p = .015, 

but neither the effect of Group nor the Group x Cue interaction was significant, Fs < 1. Follow-

up t-tests revealed that the Cue effect was due to greater arousal in response to both reward 

(2.98±.77) and loss (3.03±.74) cues relative to no-incentive cues (2.63±.81) (reward vs. no-

incentive, p = .03; loss vs. no-incentive, p = .02). There was no difference in arousal ratings 

elicited by reward versus loss cues, p = .85. 

Outcomes. A Group x Outcome ANOVA on valence ratings revealed an effect of 

Outcome, F(2,76) = 82.63, p < .001, a trend for a Group effect, F(1,38) = 3.10, p = .086, and a 

non-significant interaction, F(2,76) = 1.30, p = .28. The Outcome effect reflected the fact that 

gains were rated more positively (4.26±.85) than no change feedback (3.08±.43), which was 

rated more positively than penalties (1.80±.77); all follow-up pairwise t-tests between outcomes 

were significant, p < .001. The trend for Group reflected more positive ratings across outcomes 

in the controls (3.11±.34) versus the maltreated group (2.88±.44). 

An ANOVA on arousal ratings yielded an effect of Outcome, F(2,76) = 7.31, p = .003, 

but no effect of Group (F < 1) and no Group x Outcome interaction, F(2,76) = 1.52, p = .23. 

Follow-up t-tests indicated that the main effect of Outcome was due to the fact that gains 

(3.49±.93) were rated as more arousing than either penalties (2.94±1.17) or no change feedback 

(2.70±.76) (gains vs. penalties, p = .02; gains vs. no change feedback, p < .001). Arousal ratings 

elicited by penalties and no change feedback did not differ, p = .20. 
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Key Results After Dropping Maltreated Participants with Recent Use of Psychotropic 

Medications, Elevated CES-D Scores, or Current Axis I Diagnoses  

Two maltreated participants reported psychotropic medication use in the weeks 

immediately prior to scanning, three reported elevated depressive symptoms on the CES-D, and 

two met diagnostic criteria for an Axis-I disorder on the SCID proximal to fMRI. There was 

overlap in these sub-groups: one participant was represented in all three, one had elevated CES-

D scores and met diagnostic criteria for multiple Axis I disorders, and the other two participants 

were using medication and reported elevated symptoms on the CES-D, respectively. Thus, it was 

possible to assess the influence of all these participants on the findings by repeating the key 

analyses after excluding participants (a) using psychotropic medication use, and (b) reporting 

elevated CES-D scores; because of the overlap, these analyses also excluded the participants who 

met diagnostic criteria for Axis-I disorders.  

To this end, between-groups t-tests were first run on MASQ AD, MASQ GDD, reward 

cue valence ratings, and left pallidus and putamen reward cue responses after excluding the two 

participants reporting psychotropic medication use. The two main findings were confirmed: the 

difference in reward cue valence rating was still significant, t(36) = 3.28, p = .002 (controls: 

3.38±.78; maltreated: 2.35±1.03), as was the difference in left pallidus response to reward cues, 

t(38) = 2.04, p = .048 (controls: .052±.05; maltreated: .016±.05). However, the differences in left 

putamen reward cue response, MASQ AD, and MASQ GDD were no longer significant, ps > 

.11. The same pattern of results was again observed when the three maltreated participants with 

elevated CES-D scores were excluded: the difference in reward cue valence rating was still 

significant, t(35) = 3.36, p = .002 (controls: 3.38±.78; maltreated: 2.28±1.06), as was the 
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difference in left pallidus response to reward cues, t(37) = 2.04, p = .049 (controls: .052±.05; 

maltreated: .014±.05). However, the differences in left putamen reward cue response, MASQ 

AD, and MASQ GDD were not significant, ps > .16.  

 

Key Results Using Controls Matched on Age 

Following the suggestion of an anonymous reviewer, the key analyses were repeated 

using a group of 13 age-matched controls who were also more closely matched with respect to 

gender distribution. Specifically, the maltreated group (mean age = 24.58±.88 years; 9 females, 4 

males) was compared to the 13 youngest controls (mean age = 24.26±3.99 years; 7 females, 6 

males). There were no significant differences between these groups in age, t(24) = -.29, p = .78, 

or gender distribution, χ2(1)=.65, p = .42, although the difference in education remained 

significant (controls: mean = 15.54±1.51 years; maltreated: mean = 12.92±2.22 years; p = .002). 

Next, between-groups t-tests on MASQ GDD, MASQ AD, reward cue valence ratings, and 

responses to reward cues in the left putamen and left pallidus were conducted. Results are 

presented in Table S2. Notably, every group difference found using the entire control sample was 

replicated, and numerical differences in left putamen and left pallidus were larger using this 

control sub-sample. These results indicate that the group differences found using the entire 

control sample are unlikely to reflect differences in age or imperfect gender-matching.  
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Table S1. Descriptive Statistics and Between-Group T-test Results for Motion Parameters  

Dimension Group Mean SD t-value p-value 
Roll Control .855 .846 2.344 .024 

 Maltreated .286 .310   

Pitch Control 1.216 1.013 -.449 .656 

 Maltreated 1.366 .980   

Yaw Control .665 .663 .396 .695 

 Maltreated .586 .422   

X Control .502 .433 .986 .330 

 Maltreated .370 .327   

Y Control 1.038 .793 -.059 .953 

 Maltreated 1.054 .766   

Z Control 1.465 .881 .695 .491 

 Maltreated 1.246 1.079   
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Table S2. Comparison of Maltreated Group with Age-Matched Controls 

Maltreated Group Control Group    

Mean SD Mean SD Statistic p-value 

% Female 69% N/A 54% N/A χ2(1)=.650 > .419 

Age 24.58 .88 24.26 3.99 t(24)=.29 > .779 

Education 12.92 2.22 15.54 1.51 t(24)=3.52  < .003 

% Caucasian 77% N/A 69% N/A χ2(1)=.195 > .657 

MASQ-GDD 22.77 12.90 14.23 1.92 t(24)=2.36 < .036 

MASQ-AD 55.69 20.84 40.62 7.86 t(24)=2.44 < .028 

Reward Cue Valence 2.32 0.98 3.46 0.72 t(22)=3.29 < .004 

Left Putamen Reward Cue 0.02 0.04 0.07 0.07 t(24)=2.62 <.016 

Left Pallidus Reward Cue 0.01 0.05 0.07 0.05 t(24)=2.86 <.010 
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